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Abstract—We present a distributed virtual vision simulator capable of simulating large-scale camera networks. Our virtual vision simulator is capable of simulating pedestrian traffic in different 3D environments. Simulated cameras deployed in these virtual environments generate synthetic video feeds that are fed into a vision processing pipeline supporting pedestrian detection and tracking. The visual analysis results are then used for subsequent processing, such as camera control, coordination, and handoff. Our virtual vision simulator is realized as a collection of modules that communicate with each other over the network. Consequently, we can deploy our simulator over a network of computers, allowing us to simulate much larger camera networks and much more complex scenes than is otherwise possible. Specifically, we show that our proposed virtual vision simulator can model a camera network, comprising more than one hundred active pan/tilt/zoom and passive wide field-of-view cameras, deployed in an upper floor of an office tower in downtown Toronto.

Index Terms—virtual vision, camera networks, virtual reality

I. INTRODUCTION

We envision that the next generation large scale smart cameras networks will be able to gather imagery over large areas, analyze this imagery, store it, and later retrieve it to support a multitude of applications ranging from surveillance and security to infrastructure management and entertainment with no or minimal human intervention. The sheer scale of these networks will render human intervention infeasible. Studying and designing such camera networks is a daunting task as problems in such disparate fields as image processing, embedded systems and networking must be addressed concurrently just to setup the basic experimental infrastructure. This observation led us to develop the virtual vision paradigm of camera networks research [1]. Virtual vision advocates using software tools capable of simulating camera networks under realistic scenarios to study and develop new camera networks algorithms.

Virtual vision paradigm for computer vision research advocates using visually and behaviourally realistic 3D environments, populated with pedestrians, automobiles, etc. to study camera networks. Virtual camera networks of suitable complexity can be simulated within these synthetic environments, which we call virtual vision simulators. A virtual vision simulator offers several advantages over traditional physical camera setups during ideation, prototyping, and evaluation phases, including:

• legal issues surrounding access to physical camera networks installed in public spaces disappear when dealing with a simulated camera network;
• developing a virtual vision simulator is a major undertaking; however, once such a simulator becomes available, the cost of carrying out camera networks research within this simulator is minimal compared to performing research on a physical camera network—a virtual vision simulator runs on standard PCs and does not require any special hardware;
• virtual vision offers quick prototyping—it is much easier and faster to reconfigure a virtual camera network than it is to reconfigure a physical camera network;
• complex vision and control algorithms that need to be studied in “real time” can be easily studied in a virtual vision simulator by slowing down the virtual clock of the simulated environment;
• virtual vision offers far faster design/evaluation iterations when compared to a physical camera network;
• ground truth is readily available; and
• camera control and coordination algorithms can easily be compared against each other since scenes are perfectly repeatable.

Qureshi and Terzopoulos demonstrated a first virtual vision simulator of its kind in [1]. They deployed a network of 16 active pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ) cameras in a 3D reconstruction of the Penn train station. Here the Penn station was inhabited by up to 1000 self-animating pedestrians—tourists, commuters, etc.—that look and behave like real humans [2]. They used this simulator to study camera scheduling and coordination...
problems that arise in networks of active PTZ cameras. The primary drawback of their virtual vision simulator is that it is tied to a single machine. Therefore, it does not scale. The largest camera network that they have studied in their work comprises 16 cameras.

Motivated by the promise of the virtual vision paradigm for camera networks research, here we present a distributed virtual vision simulator.¹ Our simulator is designed to address some of the shortcomings of the virtual vision simulator employed by Qureshi and Terzopoulos in their work on smart camera networks. Specifically our simulator can be deployed over a network of computers; whereas, there’s is tied to a single machine. The ability to spread the computational load over multiple computers assumes urgency as we begin to simulate richer, more complex synthetic worlds and larger, more sophisticated virtual camera networks. Later in the paper we demonstrate our virtual vision simulator simulating a network of more than 100 cameras. Additionally the virtual vision simulator presented herein also supports advanced rendering effects missing from the Penn train station simulator, including lighting, shadows, and transparency, which adds to visual realism of the scene (Fig. 1).

¹A preliminary version of this work has appeared in [3].

A. Contributions and Overview

The contributions of the research presented here are three-fold: First, we present a distributed virtual vision simulator. The proposed simulator is highly scalable and can simulate networks comprising more than 100 cameras. Scalability is achieved by spreading the computational load over multiple computers. Previous virtual world simulators are constrained to a single machine; therefore, are unable to simulate large networks of cameras. Second, we demonstrate the suitability of this simulator for camera networks research by providing examples of some recent work on smart camera networks that was carried out within this simulator. Lastly, we empirically evaluate our virtual vision simulator. We study the scalability properties of our simulator and focus on how performance of the simulator is related to the size of the camera network being simulated and the computational resources available to simulate this camera network. This study may suggest best practices when using our simulator for camera networks research.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly discuss the related work in the next section. The following section provides an overview of our virtual vision simulator. Sec. IV presents the virtual world engine. We introduce the

Fig. 2: VW consists of the top floor of an office building situated in downtown Toronto. Toronto skyline is visible through floor-to-ceiling panoramic windows. Sunlight filters through the windows and casts dynamic shadows. (Top-Row) Top-down view of the office floor, showing individual offices, conference rooms, common areas, and elevator lobbies. (Bottom-Row) Synthetic imagery captured by 4 different cameras. Notice the subtle lighting and shadow effects, which were missing in the virtual vision simulator developed by Shao and Terzopoulos [1].
visual analysis pipeline in the following section. Sec. VI discusses the synchronization unit and the network operation of the virtual vision simulator. We present three camera networks research projects that used our simulator in Sec. VII. We provide experimentation results in Sec. VIII and Sec. IX concludes the paper with a brief discussion.

II. RELATED WORK

In 1995, Terzopoulos and Rabie introduced a software based approach to designing active vision systems called animat vision [4]. The animat approach replaces physical robots and cameras with artificial animals referred to as animats [5]. The animats are placed in physics-based virtual worlds to study active vision systems. Eschewing the need for real cameras, robots, and other hardware, at least during the early stages of research, this approach promises huge savings in time and money.

In 2003, Terzopoulos proposed using reality emulators for computer vision research [6]. Santuari et al. developed a virtual museum simulator, populated with scripted visitors, to study computer vision algorithms [7]. This simulator was aimed at developing low level pedestrian segmentation and tracking algorithms. The virtual museum simulator uses sophisticated 3D rendering techniques with support for global illumination, shadows and different visual artifacts such as motion blur and interlacing.

In 2005, Shao and Terzopoulos developed a train station simulator, populated with self-animating pedestrians (commuters and visitors) [2]. Qureshi and Terzopoulos used this train station simulator to develop the first of its kind virtual vision simulator [1]. They demonstrated their virtual vision simulator by studying high-level camera control and coordination problems in camera networks comprising both passive and active cameras. The virtual vision simulator presented in this paper addresses many of the shortcomings of the virtual vision simulator developed by Qureshi and Terzopoulos in [1]. Our simulator has superior synthetic imagery quality; it supports subtle lighting effects and dynamic shadows. But more importantly the simulator developed here is distributed. Consequently, it is capable of simulating much larger camera networks and far richer synthetic environments. Lastly, our simulator only uses open source libraries.

In view of the primary thrust of this paper, we refer the kind reader elsewhere for background literature related to pan/tilt/zoom (PTZ) camera networks and high-level control and coordination problems in smart camera networks.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Our virtual vision simulator consists of three types of modules: 1) virtual world engine (VW), 2) visual analysis pipeline (VP) and 3) synchronization unit (SYNC). In a typical realization of the virtual vision simulator, one or more instances of VW and VP modules are spread over a network of computers (see Fig. 3). These modules communicate with each other over the network. VP modules analyze images captured by the cameras simulated in VWs and use the results of this analysis to control and coordinate these cameras. Typically each camera has its own dedicated VP module. A single instance of a SYNC module ensures that all VW modules are in sync with each other. The next three sections describe each of the three components of our virtual vision simulator. SYNC module is only necessary when we are simulating a camera network where each camera is synchronized to a central clock. It is best not to use the SYNC module in situations where camera synchronization is not desired, as SYNC comes with a performance penalty.

IV. VIRTUAL WORLD ENGINE

VW is responsible for simulating virtual 3D scenes, inhabited with self-animating pedestrians, automobiles, etc. It consists of a 3D model of the environment being simulated and the appearance and behaviour models for pedestrians inhabiting this environment. Specifically our VW models the top floor of an office tower in downtown Toronto, populated with virtual humans who work on this floor (Fig. 2). It is relatively straightforward to change the 3D environment. All that is needed is a 3D model of the scene that we wish to simulate. Such 3D models can be constructed by hand using a 3D modeling package or can be purchased from a digital assets retailer (Fig. 4). Virtual humans use motion capture data and scripted way-points for locomotion and exhibit highly-realistic movements. Virtual cameras deployed in this environment can
generate synthetic imagery mimicking video captured by a typical surveillance system. Currently VW supports passive, wide Field-of-View (FOV) and active Pan/Tilt/Zoom (PTZ) cameras. These cameras can be easily configured and placed anywhere in the virtual environment to prototype a camera network having the desired configuration. Imaging artifacts—such as camera color response, compression artifacts, etc.—can also be easily introduced into the captured image stream. The office floor is complete with floor-to-ceiling panoramic windows looking out at the Toronto skyline. VW supports dynamic shadows and subtle lighting effects, such as sunlight filtering through glass windows. Such lighting effects are missing in Qureshi and Terzopoulos’ virtual vision simulator.

A. Virtual Humans

The 3D office floor is inhabited by self-animating virtual pedestrians. The pedestrians exhibit life-like movements (walk, turn, run, stop, etc.) by relying upon motion capture data. These pedestrians move around the environment following scripted paths, defined as a series of motor actions. Our approach provides the user with full control over where each pedestrian is at any given time, while at the same time keeps script complexity manageable. Each pedestrian maintains a queue of these actions and executes them in order.

Currently we have 3D models for three males and two females; these are shown in Fig. 5(a). We are able to generate many more humans with unique appearances by modifying the textures available for these 5 models (Fig. 5(b)). This allows us to realize scenes with far more individuals then is otherwise possible. It is straightforward to incorporate more human models into the system. Such human models are available for purchase from many firms dealing with digital assets for computer games.

1) Locomotion: Each virtual human is described by a 3D model, texture images representing clothes and animation data. The animation data consists of a number of motion-capture sequences, such as walk, turn left, run, etc. In order to generate realistic looking motions we define a motion graph over the motion capture sequences available for each human (Fig. 6) [8]. Motion capture sequences currently available for each human are: 1) walk, 2) run, 3) stand idle, 4) about turn, 5) turn left 90 degrees, 6) turn right 90 degrees, 7) turn left 45 degrees, 8) turn right 45 degrees, 9) start walking from idle, 10) come to a stop, 11) start running from a walking gait, and 11) run to walk. A typical motion script for a pedestrian might look like: walk left 90 stand walk walk 180.

B. Virtual Cameras

Our system currently supports passive wide-FOV cameras and active PTZ cameras. Clients can connect to these cameras over the network. In that respect our simulated passive and active cameras behave similarly to typical IP surveillance cameras. Each camera exposes a control interface through which a client can control the camera and request images from this camera. Table. I lists the commands that are available to access, configure, and control these cameras over the network. Furthermore each camera is uniquely addressable, consequently it is possible to open a communication/control channel to any camera situated in the virtual world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera Type</th>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PTZ &amp; wide-FOV</td>
<td>setResolution</td>
<td>Set the resolution of the image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getImage</td>
<td>Get an image from the camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTZ</td>
<td>panLeft</td>
<td>Pan left by ( \theta ) degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>panRight</td>
<td>Pan right by ( \theta ) degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tiltUp</td>
<td>Tilt up by ( \theta ) degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tiltDown</td>
<td>Tilt down by ( \theta ) degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zoomIn</td>
<td>Zoom in by ( \theta ) degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zoomOut</td>
<td>Zoom out by ( \theta ) degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>Reverts the camera to its default settings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have developed a high-throughput, light-weight protocol for accessing these simulated cameras. Our protocol can be easily mapped to communication protocols used by physical IP cameras, such as the Pelco-D standard [9]. It suggests that the camera networks developed within the virtual environment can be easily ported to a physical camera network.

V. VISUAL ANALYSIS PIPELINE

We have developed pedestrian detection and tracking routines that can be put together to construct a visual analysis pipeline, capable of tracking individual pedestrians in videos captured via passive wide-FOV and active PTZ cameras. Currently we have implemented two pipelines: 1) a pedestrian tracker capable of tracking multiple pedestrians in video feeds from passive wide-FOV cameras and 2) a pedestrian tracker capable of tracking one or more “selected” pedestrians in video feeds from active PTZ cameras (Fig. 7). These pipelines serve our purpose well, since we are currently only interested in camera networks comprising passive wide-FOV and active PTZ cameras deployed in urban settings for observing pedestrians in the scene. It is important to note that our visual analysis pipelines work equally well for synthetic
Fig. 6: Transition between different locomotion states (walk to run, etc.) is accomplished by defining a motion graph over motion capture data corresponding to different locomotion states. The motion graph minimizes the jumps when transitioning from one state to the other.

Fig. 7: Visual analysis pipelines are realized as a collection of reusable vision routines.

imagery captured by virtual cameras and real footage captured using physical cameras (Fig. 8). This will make it easier to port camera networks implemented within our virtual vision simulator to real, physical camera networks.

Each visual analysis pipeline is realized within a visual analysis module that can acquire imagery over the network and send back visual analysis results. We use this module to provide visual analysis for our synthetic cameras situated in our virtual vision simulator. A visual analysis module is instantiated for each simulated camera. The visual analysis module processes the video stream from the camera and sends back control commands to the camera (capture an image, select resolution, pan, tilt, zoom, etc.). Since each simulated camera is uniquely addressable, the visual analysis module connected to a particular camera is able to open a message-passing connection to any other camera in the system. The proposed virtual vision simulator; therefore, supports “smart” camera networks lacking a central server.
Our visual analysis pipeline is designed from the ground up to work with both synthetic (right) and real video (left) without any modifications. Consequently, our vision pipeline faithfully mimics the performance of a vision pipeline implemented on physical cameras.

A stroke gesture is provided to select a pedestrian to be tracked in active PTZ cameras. Appearance signatures computed by passive wide-FOV cameras can also be used to track individuals in active PTZ cameras.

A. Construction

Visual analysis pipelines are realized as a set of vision routines (Fig. 7). Whenever a new image arrives, a frame object is constructed. Every vision routine in the pipeline operates upon this frame object in sequence, modifying the frame object in the process. Vision routines that come after can access results computed by previous routines through this frame object. Consequently, the frame object provides a communication and coordination mechanism between the various vision routines that constitute a visual analysis pipeline. E.g., a vision routine can dynamically check if it needs to run a particular algorithm. This can lead to efficiencies and more intelligent management of resources.

So far we have implemented the following set of computer vision routines:

- Routines that produce appearance models of objects, and routines that use these appearance models to construct the back-projection image;
- Routines for foreground detection, using state-of-the-art background subtraction algorithms;
- Routines for blob detection and tracking; and
- Routines for face and head detection.

We briefly describe the vision pipeline below. Implementation details are not topical to this paper since one can as easily implement a different set of vision algorithms within the visual analysis module.

B. Pedestrian Tracking

The pedestrian tracker for passive wide-FOV cameras relies upon background subtraction to detect and subsequently track pedestrians. This tracker works completely autonomously and does not require any human assistance. After a few minutes of training the tracker is able to pick out and track pedestrians present in the scene. It also constructs appearance based signatures of the pedestrians being tracked. Background subtraction, however, is not available for active PTZ cameras. The pedestrian tracker developed for active PTZ cameras, therefore, employs an appearance based signature to track one or more pedestrians. Appearance signatures of pedestrians that need to be tracked are available from the wide-FOV cameras. We have also developed a stroke-based interaction mechanism that allows a user to quickly identify (select) the person to be tracked in the video feed from an active PTZ camera (Fig. 9).

Our visual analysis pipelines are able to track individual pedestrians reasonably well in low density environments, such as office buildings. These will not work in situations involving a large number of pedestrians crammed together in a small physical space, such as a subway station during rush hours. Nevertheless, these visual analysis pipelines enable us to study camera control and coordination strategies in our virtual vision simulator.

VI. SYNCHRONIZATION UNIT

Fig. 3 depicts a possible configuration of our virtual vision simulator. Each VW is responsible for simulating the visually and behaviourally realistic 3D environments within which virtual cameras are deployed. VP modules are responsible for analyzing video data captured by simulated cameras. VPs are also able to control the simulated cameras. For example, a VP can choose to pan a PTZ camera to follow an individual of interest. Additionally, VPs are also able to communicate with each other (via the VW or SYNC); e.g., during camera handoffs, etc. VWs and VPs are spread over multiple computers and we use a SYNC unit to ensure that all VWs evolve in lockstep. This ensures that images captured by various cameras and commands issued to these cameras are perfectly synchronized across the whole (simulated) camera network no matter the speed of the computer hosting a particular VW or VP. Of course it is straightforward to simulate asynchronous image capture and processing.

Fig. 11 illustrates how the SYNC unit communicates with multiple VW modules. SYNC unit begins by registering every VW in its database. Next, SYNC unit, which keeps track of the global clock, sends step signals to each VW unit to take a fixed number, say \( n \), of simulation steps. The next step is only issued once every VW has successfully completed \( n \) simulation steps. This ensures that the internal clocks of any two VWs are never

![Fig. 8: Our visual analysis pipeline is designed from the ground up to work with both synthetic (right) and real video (left) without any modifications. Consequently, our vision pipeline faithfully mimics the performance of a vision pipeline implemented on physical cameras.](image1)

![Fig. 9: A stroke gesture is provided to select a pedestrian to be tracked in active PTZ cameras. Appearance signatures computed by passive wide-FOV cameras can also be used to track individuals in active PTZ cameras.](image2)

![Fig. 10: Background Subtraction](image3)
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Fig. 11: Communication between VWs and SYNC unit.
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more than $n$ simulation steps apart. VWs update their clocks upon receiving the sync message.

To create a smart camera network, it is critical that the cameras be able to communicate with each other. There are two ways this can be achieved using our system. When both the sender and the recipient cameras reside on the same VW, the message can be transferred without going through the network interface. However, if the recipient camera is being simulated on a different VW, the message is sent to the SYNC unit which can then pass the message on to the appropriate VW. Alternately our system allows anyone to implement their own method of communication that bypasses VW and SYNC entirely. Aforementioned fact that each camera is uniquely identified helps us setup message passing communication between any two cameras, whether or not these cameras are being simulated on the same physical computer.\(^2\)

VII. EXAMPLES OF CAMERA NETWORKS

Here we briefly describe three prototype camera networks that were deployed and studied within our virtual vision system.

A. Multi-tasking PTZ Cameras

The first project focuses on developing a system that automatically tunes the sensing parameters of PTZ cameras in response to the scene activity, choosing to capture close-up video when the number of pedestrians present in the scene is low and electing to capture lower-resolution video as the number of pedestrians increase, thus always keeping every pedestrian in view [10]. These cameras enable the video surveillance system to intelligently respond to scene complexity, automatically capturing close-up imagery of the pedestrians present in the scene when possible, and behaving as wide-FOV cameras when the number of pedestrians increases. Fig. 12 shows a multi-tasking PTZ camera: the PTZ camera is able to capture higher resolution video of the pedestrians present in the scene when there are only a few pedestrians present; however, it begins to behave like a wide-FOV camera as the number of pedestrians present in the scene spread out and move away from the camera.

2As we shall see in the following sections inter-camera communication makes it possible to transfer pedestrian appearance signature between cameras to initiate handoffs.

Fig. 12: PTZ cameras automatically decide how best to observe a scene. (a) When possible, the PTZ camera selects a higher zoom to capture higher resolution images of the individuals present in the scene. (b) As the individuals spread out and move away from the camera, the PTZ camera selects a lower zoom setting to keep everybody in view, albeit at a much lower resolution. (c) Virtual vision simulator consisted of one VW and one VP module, spread over two computers.

B. Learning Proactive Control Strategies

The second project focuses on developing a PTZ camera network that learns proactive control strategies by generalizing and storing the results of a reasoning process (Fig. 13). The reasoning process—which considers both immediate and far-reaching consequences of different camera assignments when constructing a “plan” most likely to succeed (in a probabilistic sense) at the current observation task(s)—is capable of performing camera assignments and handoffs in order to provide persistent coverage of a region. The results of this reasoning activity are then stored as rules in a production system [11]. Later when a similar situation is encountered, the production system bypasses the reasoning process and performs camera assignments. Initially the camera network relies mostly on the reasoning process, over time however, the camera assignments become instinctive.

C. Camera Handoffs

Fig. 14 illustrates camera handoff between a passive wide-FOV camera and a nearby active PTZ camera. In this case, a passive camera detected the individual through background subtraction and began tracking it. Once it detected that the individual is about to leave its field-of-view, the passive camera sent the appearance signature for this individual to a nearby active camera. The active PTZ camera then is able to track the individual using the appearance signature sent to it by the passive camera.
Fig. 13: (a) The three rows show three cameras observing two pedestrians as they cross each other on their way to the opposite sides of the lobby. The three cameras are able to perform a handoff while keeping both pedestrians in view. This is achieved through a reasoning mechanism that considers both short-term and long-term consequences of camera assignments. (b) Virtual vision simulator consisted of one VW and four VP modules, spread over three computers.

Fig. 14: A passive wide-FOV camera hands off a pedestrian to a PTZ camera by sending it the pedestrians appearance signature. (b) Virtual vision simulator consisted of one VW and two VP modules, spread over two computers.

VIII. Evaluation & Results

We evaluated our virtual vision simulator by simulating camera networks with a wide range of cameras spanning different numbers of virtual world engines. Our experiments were performed on mid-range personal computers with the specifications shown in Table II. VW1-PC, VW2-PC and VW3-PC each ran a single virtual world engine along with a vision analysis pipeline for each camera being simulated by the VW on that machine. The VPs did not do any processing other than displaying the received images to the screen. We also ran Panda3D’s [12] PStats server to collect statistics about each frame which were written to a text file. For all of our experiments, a SYNC module was running on SYNC-PC which was connected to the VWs via a network connection to control and synchronize their clocks. The simulation was configured to run at 30 frames per second by setting the time increment to 0.033.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>RAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VW1-PC</td>
<td>AMD Phenom II X4 955 3.2 GHz</td>
<td>ATI Radeon 5750</td>
<td>8GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW2-PC</td>
<td>Intel Core i5 2380P 3.10GHz</td>
<td>Nvidia GeForce GTX 560Ti</td>
<td>8GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VW3-PC</td>
<td>Intel Core i5 2300 2.8GHz</td>
<td>Nvidia GeForce GT 420</td>
<td>6GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNC-PC</td>
<td>Intel Core2 Duo P8600 2.4GHz</td>
<td>ATI Mobility Radeon HD 3650</td>
<td>4GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: The computers that were used for our evaluation.

All of our experiments used the same scene and pedestrian configuration files. We used the office floor scene shown in Fig. 2, which was populated with 21 virtual pedestrians. These pedestrians enter and leave the scene at different times. Each spending a different amount of time wandering in the office.

A. Experiments

To evaluate our simulator, we experimented with different numbers of cameras spread over 1 to 3 VWs. For each experiment we recorded the physical (world clock) time required to simulate 5 minutes. The time was recorded by SYNC using the time function from Python’s Time module.

1) One VW: In our first set of experiments, cameras were placed in a single virtual world module running on VW1-PC. The SYNC module was also executed for consistency. We ran the simulation with 1, 5, 10 and 15 cameras. The times required to simulate 5 minutes are shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15: The time required to simulate 5 minutes with different numbers of cameras.

For every camera that is added to the simulation, an extra frame has to be rendered at every time step. Rendering quickly
becomes the bottleneck as shown in Fig. 16, which limits the number of cameras that can be simulated on a single machine. This is exactly the behaviour that we expected. It is for this reason a virtual vision simulator running on a single machine can not simulate large camera networks.

![Graph showing time to simulate 5 minutes vs. number of cameras](image)

Fig. 16: Time breakdown. The majority of the time is spent on rendering.

2) Multiple VW’s: To test the scalability of our simulator, we ran tests using 2 and 3 VWs. For the two VW scenario, we ran tests with 2, 6 and 10 cameras equally distributed between the two computers. For the 3 VW scenario, we ran simulations of 3, 9, 15 and 48 cameras. The results are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18.

![Graph showing time to simulate 5 minutes vs. number of virtual worlds simulating 5 cameras each](image)

Fig. 17: Distributing cameras across multiple computers greatly improves performance and allows simulation of a large number of cameras.

There is a considerable performance increase by distributing cameras over multiple VWs. Fig. 18 shows that 3 VWs can simulate almost 3 times as many cameras as a single virtual world in the same amount of time. If not for a slower graphics card in one of the machines, the times would have been much closer. Because we use a lightweight packet structure, using SYNC provides very little overhead as shown in Fig. 19.

![Graph showing time to simulate 5 minutes vs. number of cameras](image)

Fig. 18: Three virtual world modules can simulate almost 3 times as many cameras as a single virtual world can in the same amount of time.

3) A 100 Camera Network: The above scenarios show the benefit of distributing our simulator over a network of computers; however, the tests were run for a limited amount of time with a relatively small number of cameras. That is why we also ran a simulation for 1 hour of simulated time and broke the 100 camera barrier.

The 1 hour long simulation was executed using a single VW running on VW1-PC which was accompanied by SYNC. In this experiment, we simulated 5 cameras which took 32.3 hours to execute. For this simulation we also ran the PStats server and a VP for every camera.

To break the 100 camera barrier, we simulated a 102 camera network spread across 3 virtual world modules. Each VW simulated 34 cameras in our office floor environment. Again, each VW PC also executed a PStats server and a VP for every camera. We ran the simulation for 5 minutes of simulated time and it took 43.9 hours to execute.

B. Discussion

All of our tests clearly show that distributing cameras over multiple computers provides a significant improvement in performance. By just using 2 virtual worlds modules instead of 1, you can double the number of cameras that you can simulate in the same amount of time. By distributing cameras over multiple computers, there is no limit to the size of the camera network that can be simulated.

Although the time required to simulate even 5 minutes is quite high, there are many ways to improve performance. For all of our tests, we ran VPs for each camera on the same machine as the VW. Distributing the VPs over multiple computers would provide a major performance improvement. We would also like to note that the performance of our virtual vision simulator can render up to 5 frames per second when simulating a single camera. It is possible to further bump up the framerate by turning off the camera control/communication circuitry. Rendering appears to be the most costly operation in the proposed system. This suggests that we need to spread rendering load over multiple machines. The best case scenario is to simulate a single camera per graphics card. Short of that there will always be a performance hit as the graphics context switches between different cameras.
For all of our tests, we also ran Panda3D’s PStats server which in some cases produced text files as big as a gigabyte in size. To see the impact of this, we ran a 1 camera simulation on VW1-PC for 5 minutes of simulated time with and without the PStats server running. We also disabled all networking, so no SYNC and VPs were connected. Without PStats running, the simulation took 890.33 seconds, while with PStats it took 1128.41 seconds. It suggests that collecting statistics using PStats adds a 20 percent overhead.

![Fig. 20: Having a good graphics card can significantly decrease simulation time.](image)

Our computers also did not use top of the line graphics cards. Because our simulation is built on top of a game engine, using a top of the line graphics card provides a big improvement in the framerate. This is evident in Fig. 20 where we ran a simulation of 1 camera on different machines with all networking disabled. VW1-PC takes almost twice as long to run the exact same simulation as VW2-PC. This shows that all computers running virtual world modules must have similar performing graphics cards, otherwise the whole simulation will be limited by the speed of the slowest computer.

Finally, our simulator was implemented using the Panda3D game engine. The Panda3D game engine is an open source project that does not provide the same performance such as other commercial game engines. Rewriting our simulator using an engine such as Unity3D [13] would provide a significant performance improvement.

IX. CONCLUSION

Reality Emulators—visually and behaviourally realistic environments, inhabited with life-like flora and fauna—have the potential to revolutionize camera networks research. These synthetic environments can serve as software laboratories within which simulated camera networks can be deployed, tested and evaluated. Inspired by this vision, here we present a 3D environment, along with the necessary camera models, communication infrastructure, and computer vision routines, that can be beneficial for camera networks research. The ability to quickly change the scene, the number of pedestrians and the locations and properties of the cameras, it is easy for researchers to study their camera networks in a variety of settings (See Fig. 4).

We are currently working to improve the quality of our virtual pedestrians so that they can better interact with each other and their surroundings. Our eventual goal is to simulate city scale 3D environments, populated with people and cars, animals, plants, etc. We also plan to implement the Pelco-D protocol for the simulated cameras, to further facilitate the transfer of camera networks algorithms from our simulated environment to physical camera networks.
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